Annual giving to Yale provides critically important current and immediate support for the University’s basic operations. The Nathan Hale Associates program is Yale’s way of recognizing and thanking the many generous donors — alumni, parents, students, and friends — whose leadership annual gifts make possible the dynamic, diverse, and creative environment that defines the Yale experience.

Remembering a Distinguished Eli
A member of the Yale College Class of 1773, Nathan Hale served as a Revolutionary War soldier in Cambridge, New York, and New London and eventually volunteered to be a spy under General Washington’s direction. Disguised as a schoolmaster, he found his way into the British camps in New York. He was recognized while attempting to return and arrested. His papers were found in his shoes — among them his Yale diploma. Before his execution on September 22, 1776, Nathan Hale uttered his famous last words: “I only regret that I have but one life to lose for my country.”

Nathan Hale epitomizes a devotion to the ideal of service to others — a spirit shared by Yale’s generous donors.

We invite you to become a member of the Nathan Hale Associates by making your leadership annual gift to Yale today.

Make a gift by phone  800.395.7646
Make a gift online  www.yale.edu/give
Make a gift by mail  Yale University
                     P.O. Box 1890
                     New Haven, CT 06508-1890

Thank you for your generous support of Yale.
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Who Are the Nathan Hale Associates?

When you become a Nathan Hale Associate, you join an exceptional group of generous donors whose leadership annual giving actively encourages learning and innovation at Yale. During the Yale Tomorrow campaign, as the University reaffirms its commitment to excellence across its entire mission, annual giving is more important than ever.

“As a recent graduate, I am reminded daily of the advantages conferred upon me by my years at Yale. I want to keep that connection alive—both for me and for others—so I contribute to Yale every year.”
—Andrew M. Chin ’04 B.A.

Giving That Has a Daily Impact

Earmarked for current use, annual gifts have an immediate impact on Yale’s day-to-day operations. From Kline Biology Tower to Linsly-Chit, and from Payne Whitney Gym to Sprague Hall—wherever they pursue their activities, faculty and students rely on annual gifts to ensure the continuing vitality of the academic and cultural resources that make a Yale education second to none.

“I am proud to be a Yale alumnus and I know that my giving makes a real difference for the young people on campus today.”
—Conner M. Fay ’51 B.A.

THE NATHAN HALE ASSOCIATES PROGRAM

All alumni, parents, and friends are invited to join the Nathan Hale Associates. In addition to enjoying closer ties to the University, members are recognized in an honor roll of donors published each year in the Campaign Annual Report.

Memberships at every level help to enhance Yale’s excellence in education, research, and the quality of its collections. Here are just a few examples of the ways unrestricted gifts can help:

**Woolsey Associates**  $1,000–$2,499*
> Underwrite an on-campus student research project
> Provide forty flasks for a chemistry lab

**Elihu Yale Associates**  $2,500–$4,999
> Enable a student team to travel to a championship meet
> Maintain five Yale clocks, including Harkness Tower

*Yale College classes up to five years following graduation qualify at $250; Yale College classes six to ten years following graduation qualify at $500.
Support That Makes an Immediate Difference

Because gifts through the Nathan Hale Associates program are unrestricted, Yale can apply the funds wherever the need is greatest—financial aid, faculty recruitment, new technologies, collections, or facilities. This flexibility is vital to learning and discovery at Yale, creating an environment where faculty and students have the freedom to develop their best ideas and talents.

Every annual gift makes an immediate impact. And every annual gift counting toward the Yale Tomorrow campaign, sustaining Yale as an incomparable place for learning, original research, and personal achievement.

A Commitment to Yale’s Future

Your annual gift, renewed every year, provides daily support of students and faculty across our campus. And during Yale Tomorrow, a commitment to increase your annual giving can help Yale meet its campaign goals for every part of the University.

“Few schools can match Yale’s influence on culture and thought. This is where some of today’s most creative thinkers are trained. I like to think that my contributions today shape the world of ideas tomorrow.”
—Heather Willson Cass ’72 M.Arch., P’08

Harkness Associates  $5,000–$9,999
> Provide support for research, work, or study abroad
> Fund a writing-intensive section of a lecture course

Sterling Associates  $10,000–$14,999
> Support a named term scholarship
> Make a freshman seminar possible

Hillhouse Associates  $15,000–$24,999
> Support the development of new foreign language teaching materials through an Instructional Innovation Grant
> Bind 1,266 books for Yale’s libraries

President’s Council
Woodbridge Circle  $25,000–$49,999
> Support pre-orientation activities for international students
> Allow a faculty member to develop and teach a new science and quantitative reasoning course

Fourth Century Circle  $50,000+
> Provide for a writing tutor in a residential college
> Purchase a state-of-the-art emergency response vehicle
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